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Complex mathematical expression
retrieval based on hierarchical index1

Xuedong Tian2,3, Nan Zhou2

Abstract. Mathematical expressions have many special attributes compared with normal
text, which results in the traditional full-text searching engine could not serve the mathematical
query tasks effectively. This problem is even remarkable when the searching objects are the ex-
pressions in linear algebra field because of their complex internal structures. Focusing on the issue,
a retrieval model of the mathematical expressions including linear algebra formulae is proposed.
Firstly, a novel feature structure was defined for describing the row-column structure of linear al-
gebra expressions in which the sub-expressions are viewed as components with special row-column
flags for recursively processing. Then, the linear algebra expressions described in LaTeX were
analyzed and their features were extracted. Thirdly, a hierarchical math index was designed for
math retrieval. Finally, the matching algorithms of linear algebra expressions were presented. The
experiments were carried out on a mathematical expression corpus which contains 141714 formulas
including 3013 linear algebra expressions. The response time of math retrieval is from 107ms to
3336ms. This result shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Key words. Mathematical expression retrieval, linear algebra expressions, row-column struc-
ture, hierarchical index, matching..

1. Introduction

The rapid growth of scientific information with large amounts of mathematical
expressions requires powerful retrieval technology for people finding the required
math materials quickly and conveniently. However, the complex expressing pattern
of mathematical formulae brings more difficulties for realizing math retrieval than
normal text, which results in the low performance of the traditional full-text search-
ing engine in treating formulae. Therefore, it is necessary to research and develop
special retrieval model for mathematical expressions.
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Nowadays, the math retrieval technology is far from mature in theory and appli-
cations. The research work about math retrieval could be divided into two classes.
The first type is to build the math retrieval function on the basis of traditional
full-text searching engine through converting mathematical expressions into linear
strings. DLMF (Digital Library of Mathematical Functions) [1]–[2] converted math-
ematical expressions into a serialized text equivalent, a text searching engine was
employed to realize math search. MathDex [3] realized math retrieval by employ-
ing a traditional full-text searching engine through converting formulae into linear
text strings with a multi-pass normalization process. In Literature [4], the retrieval
method of mathematical content employed in LeActiveMath was described. The
mathematical information was descripted in OMDoc format. The math query modes
include simple formulae and formulae with wildcards. The math retrieval was real-
ized through converting query expressions in OpenMath into text strings with the
help of expression trees and matching with Lucene library. EgoMath [5]–[6] is also
a math retrieval system based on full text searching engine. Its object is to realize
mathematical retrieval in Wikipedia. Mias (Math Indexer and Searcher) system [7]
is a math retrieval system based on Apache Lucene search engine. It realized math
searching by analyzing the mathematical expressions in Presentation MathML and
extracting the sub-formulae features for math indexing and retrieving. WikiMirs [8]
targeted at providing math retrieval function in Wikipedia. A special indexing and
matching model was proposed for realizing sub-structure matching and similarity
matching of mathematical expressions based on layout structures. It is composed of
four parts called preprocessor, tokenizer, indexer and ranker. Lin et al. [9] proposed
a mathematics retrieval method. The user query expressions could be input not
only with math markup language but also through clipping formula on PDF lay-
outs. Its characteristics is the conversion from structured formulae to linear terms
through semi-operator tree which ensures the realization of math retrieval based on
the traditional full text index structure.

The second class is to design special math indexing and matching model which
fully considers the characteristics of formulae through employing corresponding data
structures, such as tree structure. MathWebSearch [10]–[11] could collect, index
and search math documents with full-text searching function. MathSearch [12]–[13]
designed a special mathematics query language called MQL (Math Query Language)
for users to input their math query requirements exactly and conveniently. An N-
gram formula division method was designed for formula analyzing and indexing.
LaTeXSearch [14] is provided by Springer with three query modes: Latex Code,
Article Title and Article DOI. The system returns exact or similar result respectively.

Although some achievements have been gained in math retrieval, there are many
questions to be researched. In this paper, aiming at the situation that the linear
algebra has not been fully noticed in math retrieval research, a retrieval model is
proposed including the defining and extracting of retrieval feature, the constructing
of math index and the matching algorithm of linear algebra expressions. And the
experimental result and analysis are given for illustrating the effectiveness of the
proposed method.
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2. Index of linear algebra expressions

The main expressing modes of linear algebra such as matrices, determinants and
systems of linear equations are all called complex expressions here (simply called
LAEs). They could be viewed as a kind of special compound components in math
field.

Definition 1. SI is a set of simple components which are relatively independence
in mathematical expression F , including function names, variable names, constant
names and operators. For example, "sin()", "x", "C" and "+" all belong to SI.

Definition 2. SC is a set of LAEs in mathematical expression F including the
typical modes of linear algebra, such as matrixes, determinants and systems of linear
equations, in which the elements are arranged in row-column structure. For example,

"
[

1 0
0 1

]
", "

∣∣∣∣ 1 4
2 5

∣∣∣∣" and "
{

x1 − x2 = a1
x2 − x3 = a2

" belong to SC.

Definition 3. The attributes of a component Ej in mathematical expression F
could be represented as a four-tuple Ej (No, Level, Operator, Flag) called FDS[15],
Where No is the identifier of Ej ; Level is the level number of Ej ; Operator is the
flag to indicate whether Ej be an operator, Operator= 1 indicates be an operator,
Operator= 0 means Ej not be an operator; Flag is the flag of the relationship
between Ej and its control symbol Ei. The control symbol Ei should satisfy the
following condition

(Ei.No < EjNo) ∧ (Ei.Level = Ej .Level − 1)
∧(Ej .No− Ei.No = min(Ek.No− Ei.No),∀k < i)

. (1)

When Ej ∈ SI, Flag = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 indicate the relationships of upper,
superscript, right, subscript and down between Ej and Ei. When Ej ∈ SC, Flag
defined in [15] is to be extended. The value of the successor symbols of LAEs’
delimiters equals to "6v", where v is the row number of Ej in the corresponding
LAEs.

The retrieval tags of a mathematical expression of matrix y =

[
a− b 2
1 n

m

]
are

shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Retrieval attributes of a matrix

All of the expressions within the matrix are considered to be located at the lower
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layer than the delimiter "[" and "]" of matrix. The Level values of the symbols in
these expressions are assigned according to the same rules as normal formulae. The
Flag value of the first symbol in the sub expression "a − b" is "61" in which "6"
indicates the including relation between "a− b" and "[", and "1" express "a− b" is
located at the row 1 of the matrix. While the column attributes of a sub expression in
a matrix is decided by the occurring order of value "61" in the matrix implicitly with
the help of the separator "&" in LaTeX description. For example, the sub expression
" n
m" has the column number "2" because the "\frac" in it is the second occurrence

following the symbol "1". Once the elements are tagged, they could be indexed and
matched as a normal mathematical expression through employing recursion strategy.
The expressions of determinants and the systems of linear equations are tagged with
the same way as matrixes.

The expressions of the systems of linear equations could be viewed as the matrix

structure with multiple rows as well as single column. For example, "
{

y = x2 − a
y = x2 + b

"

is tagged as a matrix which has a structure of two rows and one column as shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The retrieval attributes of a systems of linear equations

2.1. The tagging algorithm of LAEs

The tagging process of LAEs is to analyze their symbol strings in LaTeX descrip-
tion recursively.

Algorithm 1. Tagging algorithm of complex expressions

Input: The LaTeX description of mathematical expression
Output: The FDS data of the mathematical expression

(1) Read a symbol.
(2) If the symbol is “/”, goto Step 3; else, process it according to the FDS rules

of normal symbols such as digits and operators, and goto Step 1.
(3) Get the current keyword. If it is an expression of linear algebra such as matrix,

determinants, the systems of linear equations or special delimiters, goto Step 4; else,
process it according to the FDS rules of normal symbols and move the pointer to
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the next keyword, and goto Step 1.
(4) Extract the content included within the delimiters.
(5) Take “\\” as the line break symbol to segment and extract the line expressions.
(6) Define the identifier of line number: Line=0.
(7) For each line expression, looping executing (8).
(8) Line++
(9) Define the identifier of row number: Row=0
(10) Take “&” as the column break symbol to segment and extract the sub

expressions
(11) For each sub expression
(12) Row++
(13) If Row==1
(14) Let Flag=61// the current sub expression
(15) Else
(16) Tagging the relations between elements according FDS
(17) Process each sub expression according to the FDS rules of normal symbols.
(18) Algorithm terminals.

3. The hierarchical index of mathematical expressions with
LAEs

The hierarchical index [16] of mathematical expressions consists of two layers
called Hash index layer and inverted index layer.

Hash index layer is arranged into Treap [17] structure, in which the key value is
the Hash value of all symbols at the main baseline of formulae (ExpCode, EC for
short), and the Priority value is the Hash value of the operators at the main baseline
of formulae (ExpStructureCode, ESC for short).

Inverted index layer is constructed as a formula structure tree [18] with the
pointers to the documents which have the corresponding math information.

Definition 4. The operators of mathematical expressions are called the two-
dimensional operators (TDO) which expresses the math meanings through two di-
mensional structures explicitly or implicitly. For example, the operator "—" in a
fraction structure is called a two-dimensional operator. And the symbol "∧" which
exists in formula "a2" implicitly indicates a superscript relations between "a" and
"2", so "∧" is also called a two-dimensional operator.

In a formula structure tree, the child node in the lower layer belong to the father
node which is the corresponding two-dimensional operator employing the child node
as an operand in the higher layer. The hierarchical index of mathematical expressions
is shown in Fig. 3.

In linear algebra expressions, the delimiters of matrixes, determinants and sys-
tems of linear equations, such as "[", "]", "|", "{" are viewed as operators on the
main basic lines.

Take the matrix in Fig. 1 as an example. The symbols on the main line of the
formula are "y", "=", "[" and "]" in which "=", "[" and "]" are operators. Therefore,
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Fig. 3. Hierarchical index of math expressions

Fig. 4. Hierarchical index of a formula

EC = "y = [ ]" and ESC = " = [ ]". Take MD5 [19] to calculate the Hash value
of EC and ESC as the key and Priority of the Treap index. Here, Hash (EC )=
b883c198f670441e, Hash (ESC )= c04d9cbc4e17ead8. Its index structure is shown
in Fig. 4.

4. The matching algorithm of LAEs

The matching operations of LAEs must fully consider the row-column flags of
sub expressions within LAEs. Once the sub expressions are extracted from LAEs
with the help of Flags in FDS, they could be treated as the normal math query
expressions and searched with recursion strategy.

Algorithm 2. Matching algorithm of LAEs

Input: Input: The query expression of LAEs
Output: Output: The matching results
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(1) Read the query expression of linear algebra.
(2) Extract the FDS data of query expression.
(3) Calculate the values of Key and Priority and locate the corresponding nodes

in the Trap index layer.
(4) Match the normal components in the expression.
(5) Match the expression of linear algebra in the inverted index layer.

1) Define the row identifier of the linear algebra expression: Line=0.
2) Define the retrieval flag: IsSuccess=TRUE.
3) For each line expression, looping executing (8)

Line++
Define the identifier of row number: Row=0
For each sub expression in row

Match the FDS data of the current element.
If (! The corresponding element was matched)

IsSuccess=False
Row++

(6) If(IsSuccess==True)
The matching is success
Else The matching is failed

(7) Return the matching results.
(8) Algorithm terminals.

5. Experimental results and analysis

A mathematical retrieval system based on the proposed method is realized with
the searching function of linear algebra expressions in B/S mode with Microsoft
Windows server 2003, Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and C#, ASP.net.

5.1. The introduction of the math database

As there is no benchmark dataset for testing the performance of math retrieval
[8], we establish an experimental dataset of mathematical expressions with 141714
formulae which contains most of the typical mathematical structures frequently used
in science field. There are 3013 expressions of linear algebra structure in the database
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The linear algebra structure in math database

Type Matrices Determinants The systems of linear equations

Number 2078 762 173

Some mathematical samples in the math database are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Some samples in math database

Type Matrixs LaTeX descriptions Rows Columns

Matrixs A =


2 −1 2

5 a 3

−1 b −2

 A =
\left[\{\begin{array}{*{20}{c}}
2&{ - 1}&2\\5&a&3\\{ -
1}&b&{ - 2}
\end{array}} \right]

3 3

Determinants D3 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 1 8 1

1 −3 9 −6
0 2 −5 2

1 4 0 6

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
\[{D_3} = \left|
{\begin{array}{*{20}{c}}
2&1&8&1\\1&{ - 3}&9&{ -
6}\\
0&2&{ - 5}&2\\1&4&0&6
\end{array}} \right|\]

4 4

The systems
of linear
equations


x1 − 2x2 + 4x3 = 0

2x1 + x2 + x3 = 0

x1 + x2 + x3 = 0

\[\left\{
{\begin{array}{*{20}{c}}
{{x_1} - 2{x_2} + 4{x_3}
= 0}\\{2{x_1} + {x_2} +
{x_3} = 0}\\{{x_1} + {x_2}
+ {x_3} = 0}
\end{array}} \right.\]

3 1

The efficiency of math indexing and matching is closely related to the scale of
the linear algebra expressions. For illustrating the situation of the linear algebra
expressions in our experimental database, some statistical data such as the row and
column number of every linear algebra expression are shown in Fig. 5. The histogram
of the symbol numbers of the maximum component in linear algebra expressions is
shown in Fig. 6.

From Fig. 5 we can see that the linear algebra expressions with three rows or
three columns take a relative large proportion in our database. Followed by the
linear algebra expressions with four or two rows as well as columns.

The symbol number of the components in linear algebra expressions is another
factor that effects the performance of math indexing and matching. We count the
maximum component from each linear algebra expression which has the most number
of symbols including not only operands but also operands. The histogram of the
symbol numbers of the maximum component in linear algebra expressions is shown
in Fig. 6.

From Fig. 6 we can see that the components which have one or two symbols are
the major pattern in linear algebra expressions. Besides, the components with three
or four symbols also frequently appear.

The above data of linear algebra expressions shows that the linear algebra ex-
pressions have not only complex row-column structure but also relative large scale
of symbols, which naturally result in the difficulties of linear algebra expression
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Fig. 5. The histogram of the row and column number of linear algebra expressions

Fig. 6. The symbol number histogram of the maximum component in linear
algebra expressions

retrieval.

5.2. Index experiment

The size of index is related to the number of linear algebra expressions. As a
linear algebra expression may contain several sub expressions which consist of many
symbols, the index size of linear algebra expressions is commonly larger than normal
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Table 3. The size of math index

Formula number 103 104 105

Literature [9] (MB) 1.39 13.3 130

Ours (MB) 0.86 7.27 49.6

Table 4. The retrieval time of mathematical expressions

Formula number 103 104 105

Literature [9] (ms) 8∼147 10∼431 13∼532

Ours Query expression size 10 40 70 10 40 70 10 40 70

Response time(ms) 107 329 470 814 834 850 3061 3184 3336

math indexes. The index size of our method and the method proposed in literature
[9] is shown in Table 3.

As a linear algebra expression may contain several sub expressions which consist
of many symbols, its index size is commonly larger than normal math indexes.

5.3. Math matching experiment

To test the response time of math query of our system, we select three kinds
of linear algebra expressions with different lengths as experimental samples. The
retrieval time of mathematical expressions is shown in Table 4. Considering the
linear algebra expressions generally have more lengths than normal mathematical
formulae as they consist of several sub expressions arranged in row-column structure,
the sizes of query expressions are also listed in the table.

When the symbol number of math database and query expressions increases, the
response time of our method raises steadily. Because of the special structure and
massive symbols of linear algebra expressions, the parameter is acceptable compared
with other system.

As the method belongs to the precise matching in symbol level, all expressions
according with the query expressions could be obtained through matching operations
and no expressions would be wrongly extracted. It is not necessary to calculate the
precision rate and recall rate like the traditional full text searching engines.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a retrieval model of linear algebra expressions is proposed for real-
izing math information retrieval in scientific field. Focusing on the special structure
of linear algebra expressions, a novel feature structure is defined for describing the
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row-column structure of expressions. The corresponding indexing and matching al-
gorithms are also designed which could searching the query expressions of linear
algebra. The experimental result shows the feasibility of our proposed method. Our
future work is to apply the retrieval model into scientific document retrieval through
extracting the linear algebra expressions in documents as the math retrieval features
with other mathematical expressions.
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